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Entando is the leading application composition platform for Kubernetes, enabling enterprises to
innovate rapidly using modern technologies.
Entando Professional Services can position your team to derive the best value from Entando by
assessing your technical challenges and driving decisions to achieve project success. Our team will
review and validate your design to identify potential risks and optimize a modular solution. We will guide
you on your digital journey, supporting all aspects of your business with the latest industry insights and
recommendations to accelerate growth.

Entando Architectural Review includes:
● A detailed summary and analysis of your singular business needs
● A customized benefit analysis of adopting an Entando-based solution and implementation

recommendations
● Well-defined blueprints to best meet your targets and requirements
● A specific process to adapt your Entando-based solution to your CI/CD pipeline
● Guidelinesfor reusable component development to accelerate time to market
● Recommendations to optimize high availability and performance
● Templates to implement logical, physical and solution architecture

Deliverables:
● A clear assessment of your business objectives and existing digital landscape
● A strategy to overcome the technological challenges you face
● Expert guidance in optimizing your Entando implementation
● Comprehensive support fortified with best practices and specialized industry expertise
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Start the right way
Kicking off a project on an efficient and insightful trajectory is a challenge. Specifying the architecture to
speed up development of an enterprise-ready solution with top-notch security, high availability and
optimized performance is especially difficult. Entando Professional Services will leverage broad field
experience from past projects to support your initiatives.

Build an Enterprise-ready Kubernetes-native solution
The Entando Architectural Review will consider your business needs when evaluating the architecture
and configurations of your system. Our team will support the development and execution of your
solution in a cloud-native environment, communicate best practices, and provide patterns for component
reuse and integration. Our objective is to adapt a solution to your CI/CD pipeline and enable your team to
create modular, reusable components.

About Entando Professional Services
Entando Professional Services collaborates with customers to foster success in their digital evolution.
Entando comprises a global team with extensive experience in a variety of industry sectors, including
telecommunications, e-commerce, travel and digital entertainment. We will guide you through critical
milestones and decisions, alleviating pain points and supporting or assuming ownership of governance,
architecture, infrastructure, delivery and training.
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